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Melvyn Bragg : Hello,our knowledge of evolution[Ref: Blue File:AOL-Q&A2.wri],this century has expanded in ways unimaginable in Darwin's time.The impact of that knowledge and speculation about our origins has been immense and continues to grow,but how do new ways of thinking affect our understanding of ourselves and our futures? Joining me is one of today's leading evolutionary theorists,Professor John Maynard-Smith,now Emeritus Professor of Biology at the University of Sussex,he's particularly renowned for his work on game theory [Ref: J.Von Neumann "Psychology Today" Aug98 p44;J.A.Paulos "Innumeracy" p19],his best known book is "The Theory of Evolution",which was first published in 1958,since when he's written extensively on evolution. His most recent work is "The Origins of Life : From the Birth of Life to Origins of  Language" which has just been published,and he'll be lecturing on the origins of life tomorrow at the Edinburgh Science Festival.
 I'm also joined by the writer and journalist,Colin Tudge,who's currently a research fellow at the Centre for Philosophy.His books have included "The Day Before Yesterday","5 Million Years of Human History", "Last Animals at the Zoo",and most recently "Neanderthals,Bandits and Farmers".Professor John Maynard-Smith,we have a greater knowledge of genetics [Ref: Nature 1Aug96 p413 {Genetic Half truths}] and evolution [Ref: Nature 25Jul96 p309 {Evolving evolvability}] than possibly could ever have been imagined in Darwin's time.Could you briefly describe what's radically different about the way we understand evolutionary theory now,and the way it was understood,as it were,by Darwin and his contemporaries.

John Maynard-Smith : Well,it is,as you imply,essentially our knowledge of genetics that has transformed things.Darwin knew that children resembled their parents,but he had no idea how,or why. He didn't know anything about the mechanism.Now we understand the mechanism,in really quite extraordinary detail,as to how it comes about that children get information from their parents about how to grow,if you like,and it's that that,that has really transformed our ideas about evolution.What  my book, with my Hungarian friend (indistinct) does is to suggest that there have been.......we were trying to explain really how things became so complex as they are,and we have suggested that there have been a number of changes in the way in which information is transmitted between generations.

Melvyn Bragg : Is evolution to do with complexity? Do things get more and more complicated? Do they ever get more simple?

John Maynard-Smith : Oh things can get more and more simple.if some lineage takes up life as a parasite in somebody's gut,then they tend to lose their eyes and their legs and become,at first sight very much simpler.It's only true that some things become more complicated.I mean it really is true that either an oak tree or an elephant is more more complicated than a bacterium.

If  bacteria in their limited complexity were initially the life on this planet and subsequent generations have evolved to progressively more and more complicated life forms,in what way is evolution not creating more complicated life? Simple life forms can continue to exist and some may revert to simplicity,but complexity seems to have increased with time -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : What do you think er.....you make a grimace there,Colin Tudge?

Colin Tudge : Well one thing strikes me is that people I think get complexity wrong,because it is the case that complex things always come from simpler things,and some simpler things sometimes come from complex things,and there is,I kind of I think,politically correct idea,which I'm sure John's not falling into the trap of,but there is,that as it were,evolution doesn't necessarily lead to complexity,and on the whole it jolly well does,and only sometimes do things get more simple.

John Maynard-Smith :  Well,I don't think there's any rule that any given evolutionary lineage gets more complicated.Indeed,most evolutionary lineages do absolutely nothing for millions of years or very little.

Colin Tudge : Yeah.

John Maynard-Smith :  But I certainly agree with you that some things have become more complicated,and that is really what we want to explain.

Colin Tudge :  Sure.

John Maynard-Smith :  I mean people really are rightly,astonished at the complexity of a human being, or  of a ......as I say,of an oak tree.I mean it's not just animals,but plants also,extraordinarily complicated.

Melvyn Bragg : Can I come back to the first question with you,again,Colin Tudge? What for you have been the main developments in evolutionary theory? Just, say, this century?

Colin Tudge : Well actually one of the main ones is the one that Darwin himself started off,which has really only caught on this century,and I think has really only been properly announciated in the last few years by Dan Dennet  [Ref: R.Dawkins "River Out of Eden" Preface xii ] ,which is that before Darwin,people thought that you could not have anything that was complex,and certainly anything that was "mindful",unless it had been made by something that was even more complex and even more mindful [Which is the religious "Never never" argument.If God made us then who made God but a super God and so on ad infinitum which is a none explanation -LB].I mean John Locke [Ref: R.Pirsig "Lila" p127;Blue File:AOL-Q&A1.wri] made the point in the 17th century "nothing will come of nothing".So he more or less approved to his own satisfaction,that you had to have a mindful,complex creator,and what Darwin showed,was a mechanism by which more complex things could emerge from more simple things,or mindful things from none mindful things,by a process that didn't involve a more mindful,you know,and intelligent creator.That was an extraordinary thing to do.Lots of Darwin's contemporaries didn't really realise that that's what he was saying.Darwin realised it himself,and as I say,I think it was only the late 20th century that people.....that that's really cottoned on.People have really cottoned on to that.

Melvyn Bragg : And are there other developments that we ought to know about?

Colin Tudge :  Oh yes! I mean John said that,you know,the great thing is the fusion of Darwin's idea of evolution by means of natural selection with Mendel's idea that there is this hereditary unit called the "gene".[Darwin had a theory of "gemmules" in the blood,which presumed that mixing of  aspects of species could take place in order to explain the capacities of a human to be a brown offspring of a black and white parent -LB]
I think one of the huge shifts has been since the 1960s,Darwin thought that natural selection operated at the level of the individual,in other words,you know, fast cats would prevail over slow cats.
[That seems to be the basis for some of the misconceptions that some people have when gunning for Darwin's theory - LB]
And now it's becoming clear that if you really want to think clearly about evolution,then you have to think about evolution operating at the level of the gene.In other words,it's the gene for "fastness" that survives or doesn't survive,rather than the individual itself.This has enormous implications,one of which is that the gene doesn't give a toss about the animal which contains it. So that, paradoxically, although the gene is, apparently the unit,and you know,the expression is "the selfish gene"[Ref: R.Dawkins "The Selfish Gene" ],the individuals which contain the selfish gene can be very unselfish themselves.So it gives rise to altruism.

Melvyn Bragg :  Just one second,and this is a terrible digression,but ever since you said John Locke said "nothing would come of nothing" my minds been throwing off,obviously from Lear,did Locke know who he was quoting from there?

Colin Tudge : I'm pretty sure he did,I mean he was....!

Melvyn Bragg :   I'm sorry,it was just a kind of itch! Er.....the selfish gene,John Maynard-Smith,has been much misunderstood?

John Maynard-Smith :  Well,I slightly differ,I think,from Colin,in the way that I see this issue.Most of the time....well let me put it like this,I often think when I'm trying to solve a problem in evolutionary biology, if I was a gene what would I do [You mean like Einstein sitting on a photon? -LB],and I sort of put myself in the position of a gene (Mel laughs) and think like that! But then of course,I do the sums properly......

Melvyn Bragg :   Think small! (laughs)

John Maynard-Smith :  .....when I publish it,I don't say that! It's full of algebra when I publish it! But that's the way I start.but of course,if I was a gene on a chromosome,in a human being or in most animals,what I'd do,would be to try to do the best I could for the organism in which I found myself. Because I can only get transmitted by that organism.So if I can keep it alive,that's fine.
[That is imbuing the gene with the kind of capacities that only a human mind has.It is merely carrying out an autonomous process that may or may not benefit the individual.If it does then that is how we get the "survival of the fittest".It surely is the height of human arrogance to anthropomorphism genes,and presuming them what we would do in the same circumstances! If the gene survives to the next generation then it is "good" in it's own context.If it fails,by failing the host organism.Genes haven't got a grand plan that they are trying to achieve.They just make organisms that may or may not fulfil environmental criteria.If they do,they survive,if not they don't.Thus they are selected on the grounds of whether they suit the environment.
 We know that it would be in the best interests of the gene to keep the host alive in order to breed,but the gene does not "know" anything.It merely survives if it is in a host that breeds,and in that way the "knowledge" of what makes a "good" gene is held within the surviving population by default -LB]

The complication comes,that there is another thing I might do. I might say "to hell with the organism I'm in,I'm just going  to jump around the place.I'm going to jump onto other chromosomes.If there's any sex, I'll jump onto the chromosomes that came in from the other individual.I'll spread selfishly,even if it does damage the organism I'm in." And we now know that there are genes that behave in that way.There are so-called "jumping genes" that are just entirely selfish and don't do the organism any good.But most genes,as I think,to use Richard Dawkins's analogy,are like the eight men in a boat [Ref:  Yellow File1: Hardin.wri {Living on a Lifeboat}],rowing.I mean each one of them can only get to the other end if he pulls his oar.I mean he's got to cooperate.
[You could use the same analogy for human society,assuming there was a common aim.Maybe genes don't have the same aim,and some are in competition with others -LB]

Colin Tudge : It's the other side of the coin isn't it,that for example,a gene which  is contained in a parent can sacrifice the parent,in order,as it were,to spread itself through the offspring.In other words leading to altruistic behaviour?

John Maynard-Smith :  Well,in this case,perhaps not very altruistic behaviour,but it's indeed true.I mean, some very interesting insights into the problems that can arise during pregnancy have arisen from taking the selfish gene point of view.What would I do if I was a gene in the foetus? What would I do if I was a gene in the mother? [To some extent they are then in competition with each other.But how does a gene decide whether it is best to keep the baby or to keep the mother and potentially spread through even more babies that the mother has? -LB]
And the kind of conflicts that arise,can in fact lead to quite serious complications in pregnancy.

Melvyn Bragg :  Colin Tudge,I know that you think that evolutionary psychology is very important. Can you explain why you think it is so important?

Colin Tudge :  Well,I like very much the idea that there is something called "human nature".I mean Hume [Ref: R.Dawkins "River Out of Eden" Preface xii ] wrote "Treaties on Human Nature",and I think that you know,this 18th century notion that we can really understand ourselves,and that we are really  a certain kind of animal that can be understood. Evolutionary psychology continues that tradition.But the very nice thing about it,is that although people who have been on this programme I think,will say that nat......er what d'you call it?  Evolutionary psychology deals only,for example in "just so" stories.In other words you can make up anything,any old tale will do about human psychology.This is precisely the thing which isn't true.What evolutionary psychology aspires to do,is what all good scientists do,which is to deal in testable hypotheses,and the real point then,is that okay,evolutionary psychologists can dream up stories like anybody else,and like all scientists have to do,but then they come back to testability,and so what you're now getting is a view of human evolution,which is not going to be the truth,and the whole truth and nothing but the truth,but is going to be as scientists say "robust",and you've got something you can build on,and go on building on. That makes it very significant indeed.

John Maynard-Smith :  Yes,I'm not quite so convinced by evolutionary psychology (Colin laughs) as you are Colin.I'm fascinated by it,and I listen to it,and I read it,but the number of areas where testable hypotheses so far have been produced is rather few,it seems to me,and a lot of  evolutionary psychology consists of.....I mean this is unfair perhaps....of asking a first year student on some campus in California "how many women did you sleep with last night?" and believing the answer.
[Note that belief is used to mean "should be taken with a pinch of salt" -LB]
And I'm afraid I don't!

Melvyn Bragg :  Can I ask you,I mean this is a big question,but if  we can accept,my announcers in the trailer,why.....do you think we're still evolving?

John Maynard-Smith :   Oh yes!

Melvyn Bragg :   I mean significantly.Humankind?

John Maynard-Smith :   I think we're still evolving,but I don't imagine that we're becoming cleverer and cleverer,or better and better or any of those things.But I do think that during the last 5000 years, significant changes have occurred in human beings,primarily to do with our ability to resist infectious disease.That's been the main selective edge in killing some human beings and allowing other to live,and in the spread of  Western man across the world,we've killed as many people by giving them measles,as we have by shooting them with rifles,and  think that is....I mean it's not a very happy story...but the evolutionary consequences in becoming more resistant to disease are important for human beings.
[Surely beating most disease is a matter of technology not genetics.The element of the immune system that is passed on may be able to fend off some of the previous diseases,but how much has been due to finding vaccines and cures that are more to do with beating a foreign organism such as flu virus? -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   You've said.....you say in your new book.....you talk about the....you say,"we are currently at a vital stage in our evolutionary development,because of the information we can store with the new technology",and you talk about," a technological stage in evolutionary terms".an you develop that?

John Maynard-Smith :  Well,the whole of our book is about the fact that,at intervals during evolution, new ways have evolved of transmitting information between generations.Sex is such an example,for example,that nowadays,ever since the origin of sex,the new individual gets genetic information from two parents and not from one,and that has enormous consequences for evolution.Then the origin of language was such an event,because now,information can be transmitted between...not by genes,but by talking,by ritual,by myth,by story,by speech,by example and so on,which is tremendously important.but now we are storing information and transmitting it in a new way - electronically,and I really do think we're living through another major transition in the history of life,and I find it impossible to predict.I don't think scientists are good at predicting the future,you know,I think you need science-fiction writers to do that,and they can be very good at it sometimes.But I think it's going to completely transform the way we live.I don't know what will happen,whether we'll starts becoming a kind of.....human beings with electronic prostheses,sort of,stuck into them all over the place,so that we think faster or whatever.I don't know what will happen,but something will.

Melvyn Bragg :   It's very frustrating that you don't know,having sort of set it up.Colin Tudge have you got any projections,or prophecies or ideas?

Colin Tudge :  Well,I've just been writing a book about Dolly the sheep,which....one of the things about cloning is that it is,actually,really a hand maiden to genetic engineering.It's a way of doing genetic engineering efficiently,which nobody ever says,they think it's a way of duplicating creatures.That's the less important thing.Now the thing is,if you put gen....er....cloning and genetic engineering together, and you had to that the whole idea of ,you know,the Human Genome Project [Ref: Green File:World10.wri],where you actually work out what the genes really do,then you are getting to a point where you can really,effectively create any kind of creature you like more or less at will,and whereas there used to be species barriers,that made it impossible to breed animals beyond a certain point,now you really can just invent them.Almost anything that you chose to invent off the top of your head,you could create.I find that pretty damn terrifying,and I think it is an evolutionary shift.It's not actually the one that John was talking about quite,but it's enormous.We're entering something that one might call "The age of biological control",and it's,as it were,us in control of it.

Melvyn Bragg :  How does this square with Richard Dawkins's notion of  "memes" or doesn't it? Is that yet another thing that's coming?

[Memes are social characteristics that are presumed to pass from one individual to another by copying or example.Richard Dawkins uses the idea of fads such as skateboards or wearing baseball caps backwards -LB]

John Maynard-Smith :  No that's I think a different.....

Melvyn Bragg :  It's a different thing?

John Maynard-Smith :  But I guess I came into evolutionary.........into an interest in evolution when I was a boy of about 15 or something,when I read an extraordinary book called "Last and First Men" by a man called (indistinct) Stapleton,which his a history of the next thousand million years or so,in which he really argues that human beings will not be able live a sensible society,until they transform themselves genetically,and that made me interested in genetics,interested in evolution and so on,and it made me.....

Melvyn Bragg :  So we are just the first draft,and we're not much good at it,and we should actually change ourselves in order to tick along,which is what people... a lot of people dread most,don't they?

John Maynard-Smith :   I think they're probably right to dread it at the moment.I mean at the moment we don't know how to do it.I mean we can see how it might in principle be done,but that's very different from saying "we know how to do it".

Melvyn Bragg : Well Colin Tudge was implying that we not only know how to do it,but we could do anything we want.

Colin Tudge :  No,no,John's right.I mean we know how to do it in principle.One of the things that impresses me is that when people think about technology,they are impressed by the fact that it moves very fast and therefore they expect things to happen in the next 5 or 10 years [Ref I.Asimov "The Roving Mind" Ch17{What have you done for us lately?}],and if you can't see it in the next 5 or 10 years,they say "Oh well it's not very interesting".
[Which shows that the average lay person has an attention span of a gnat,and has a capacious faculty of behaving like a spoilt brat where science is concerned.Always wanting things on demand,and then carping when they don't get them or get something they don't like -LB]

The fact of the matter is that science and technology move extremely fast,but there's a huge amount to get through,so that in reality,it might take a century for a technology to unfold.Now we're at the beginning of the whole,sort of,cloning,genetic engineering age.Think 500 years and then you'll begin to see what it can really do.

Melvyn Bragg :  John,do you think it's possible to make a distinction between human development and human evolution?

John Maynard-Smith :   Oh yes,I mean if by development one means the changes that go on between an egg and an adult organism,an adult human being.The whole rules are different,I mean the mechanisms are different.The most exciting thing that's happening in biology right now,actually,I think is that we are beginning to understand how development works.I mean even 20 years ago we had really no notion, now I think we have a very good notion.

Colin Tudge :  Yes,can I ask John a theoretical question from what you were saying earlier about the notion of how we transmit information? I mean one of the big splits in the history of evolution has been between Lamarck who thought that you inherited the characteristics that were acquired by your parents.So if your father was a blacksmith you had big muscles because he had big muscles,and Darwin who said "no that's not......." I know he was a Lamarckian really,but who said "No that's not how it works.You get variants and you inherit the the one",you know,"some variants passed on".

Melvyn Bragg :   That acquired characteristics are not transmittable.

Colin Tudge :    That acquired characteristics are not transmitted,exactly so.Now from what you're saying, this whole idea that one passes on information from one generation to the next by language,and indeed now by electronic storage,implies that we are reinventing Lamarckian inheritance,in a different mode of evolution,would you agree with that,is that right?

John Maynard-Smith :  Yes I do,I think that is right.If today someone learns how to do something new,which helps and is adaptive they can teach their children,and that is passing on an adaptation acquired during an individual lifetime.So I think that cultural inheritance is indeed Lamarckian,in a way that genetic inheritance isn't.

Colin Tudge :  And in principle much more efficient,one would say or not?

John Maynard-Smith : Well no,I mean you have to be careful about this.If Lamarckian inheritance worked at a biological level,then what are most of the acquired characters that you've had? I mean my teeth have fallen out,my skin is wrinkled,I'm going bald,I'm grey,I'm decrepit,half my neurones have gone.

Melvyn Bragg :   I think you look great! (laughter)

John Maynard-Smith : But if I passed those kind of characteristics on to my children,you know,there'd be total deterioration.Most acquired characteristics are bad.only a small number of them are good.

Melvyn Bragg :  D'you think that er....taking....moving  to another tack,John Maynard-Smith,d'you think that the idea of a belief in God and evolution are still possible to yolk together,or has God dropped out of your picture completely?

John Maynard-Smith : Erm...I think God dropped out of my picture when I realised.....I really felt I had to choose between Darwin and the bible,if you  like.I could believe in evolution as the explanation of why I am like I am,or I could believe in God creating it,as the explanation of why I am like I am.
[Scientists don't believe things,scientists test things- Simon Conway-Morris.Evolutionary Biologist]
And there's no contest,you have to accept Darwin's view,and regard the creation view as nonsense.

Melvyn Bragg :  On the other hand you don't regard creation itself obviously nonsense,so is the idea of something behind the creation still of a remotest interest to you?

John Maynard-Smith : Erm... no it isn't.What is of interest to me,is that I do think people,human beings,I, you, all of us,have to have beliefs.We have to have feelings[Ref: Green File: Dawkins2.wri]. We have to think that it is better to be kind to people than to kill them.We have,if you like to believe that it is better to be faithful to people than disloyal,and so on,and these beliefs we acquire,not because they are scientifically true,but because we read poetry,we know about myths,we're influenced by things other than pure science, and I think we have to be,and I think myths and poems and stories are incredibly important in forming our belief systems,and I think we need them.

Melvyn Bragg :  But they're not to do with science.What's your view on that Colin Tudge?

Colin Tudge : Well,I like the idea of religion without God.I mean I think it's a mistake to think that if you have a religion you have to have God.I mean God is sort of different....I'll leave God to the theologians,But it seems to me that the kind of things that John was just saying are in fact religious statements.I mean the thing I really like about religion....well let's start with David Hume,we've already done John Locke,let's start with David Hume,who said that the basis of  all ethics is an emotional response,feelings come first,and after that you know,you invent an argument which justifies you feeling.

[Note the capacity to quote noted figures in history as a means of exemplifying a view.If we go off our emotions first we are at the behest of our instincts which may not necessarily tell us what is true and can lead us to mutual contradictions,like the case which follows of chiding genetic engineering because it "feels" wrong" but saving animals from extinction because it "feels" right.In both cases we manipulate the gene pool,so how can one be right and the other wrong? -LB]

It's an interesting fact,it seem to me,that when we discuss moral philosophy these days,ethics,we don't actually talk about the feelings [That's because they bring subjectivity,and personalisation,and what is right cannot depend on someone's view -LB].I mean we have....you see crude things entering into debates,like,people talk about the "yuk factor" [Like ears growing on the backs of mice -LB],you know,if you really think something's nasty,then it's probably wrong,that kind of idea..
[No it's if they FEEL that it's nasty.If they were thinking they might have a different view -LB]
But the idea that you should actually focus on the emotion and feeling has sort of dropped out,and that's exactly though,what religion does.I mean it focuses on emotional response.
[Yes it makes knee jerking hyper responses relevant without any view  as to whether they are right. Jihad's occur,Salamn Rusdie finds himself on a hit list,purely because people are using their emotions rather than thinking about what they are doing -LB]
And the kind of thing...well the notion of the creation,I mean let's not necessarily talk about a literal creation,but if you actually think of yourselves as a heuristic device,as being part of a creation,it immediately gives you a sense that you're responsible for the universe and fellow creatures and so on.
[And this view drops right out of QP's holism,where we are "written in" to Nature -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Would I be right in saying that the way you talked about that just a few minutes ago, John,suggested that by reading poetry...this was and "add-on",that the essential human being was not like that,ignored that,that was nothing to do with essential.....essentiality.This was in some way and add-on?

John Maynard-Smith : No I don't think it....that was a false impression,that I gave that impression.

Melvyn Bragg :  Right.

John Maynard-Smith :  I do think that feelings,emotions,beliefs and so on,are as important a part of a human being,what kind of human being they are and how they behave and so on,as  any scientific theory or rationality or anything of that kind.I think it's enormously important that we have stories and myths which inculcate good rather than evil behaviour [And what are good and evil behaviours John? -LB]. The trouble is that in the old days one used to justify this story rather than that by saying "It's God's Law".If you don't believe in God how do you justify them? Well perhaps you don't have to, perhaps you just have to feel them.
 
Colin Tudge :  Can I just say one other thing? Actually feeling is very much a part of thinking,I mean this is just becoming accepted.If you actually want to make a robot,that is truly intelligent[Ref Green File: Inourtmt.wri] ,you actually have to give it emotions.It actually has to care,you know it has to care what's true and what's not,and what's good and what's bad.It's an extraordinary fact but it ,is a fact.

[Is it? How can it be when no such robot exists? Roger Penrose has shown that an artificial consciousness would require certain attributes,but he never mentioned emotions as a prerequisite.Although that could be something which is conscious but not intelligent.Surely we are using our idea of what intelligence is here? -LB Ref: D.Goleman {Emotional Intelligence}]

Melvyn Bragg :  Well you see God,obviously God as an endangered species,this is a terrible seguet (sp?) Colin,you'll have to forgive that (Colin laughs),because you talk about the extinction of endangered species.But is there one way of looking at it is a natural evolutionary development?

[That depends on whether man and all he does is seen as natural or not.All too often it is taken to mean "what happens when man isn't around" as if man is not part of nature.Any intervention we make is natural by default,if we are part of nature,which we are via QP by being "required",so genetic engineering is natural and not wrong.If nature is seen as being outside of man then our intervention is unnatural,and conserving species is as unnatural as genetic engineering,for the same reason.If we let our feelings intercede we would conserve species but not do genetic engineering,which is inconsistent in terms of right and wrong.It depends on your definition of natural -LB]

Colin Tudge : Well,it would be if it occurred naturally.But for  example.....

Melvyn Bragg :  But is there....meteors aren't natural are they? [Aren't they? -LB] They destroyed ....might have destroyed dinosaurs.Anything natural about meteors? More natural than measles?

Colin Tudge :  Ah,well,yeah,I mean I....I think we have to answer what you might call,"operational definitions",and to me the idea of natural is what happens when human beings aren't around isn't around [So human beings are unnatural? That's absurd -LB],and what's artificial is what happens when human beings are around.I mean it's the sort of working definition.
[Yes Colin we do need to define terms,but why define it like that when it is clearly not the case? -LB]
And meteors aren't.But the thing about let's say,let us take the black rhinoceros ,this is the one people bring. Black rhinoceroses have gone very,very endangered,very ,very quickly,and people say "Well you know,this is natural,they've been around 30 million years,they've had their day",I mean have they hell you know.I mean they used to be as common as mice about 60 years ago,and the reason that they are going extinct is because they're being shot.Now you cannot say that shooting something is part of a natural process,it's rather ridiculous.
[You can,if man is included as an efficient and ruthless predator.If a lion was eradicating rhino's that fast there would be no problem because it would be "natural",but if man does it,then it is wrong.It it is the inconsistency that is ridiculous.What reason is there to conserve species? Nature kills of many creatures of it's own volition through natural selection,although it could be said that those creatures continue to exist in other forms.What is our motivation to keep creatures alive against there capacity for survival? We seem to choose which animals to conserve on the basis of how much they are lie us,or how furry and cute they are.Ugly ones,or those not like us are not conserved.We are making an arbitrary choice to manipulate the gene pool,and this is the same as genetic engineering,in that we choose which genes will go on into the next generation.If nature has a teleology (see Pirsig) a purpose to become better or has a plan then we are interfering with it.If it doesn't,then anything we do will just become what is there,and it cannot be seen as unnatural,especially if we are part of nature,which we are.Personally my view is that of John when he says "the world will be a poorer place with less diversity",but that is a value judgement,and it seems that is all we have to be able to tell what to do ,as John says "who else's view is there?".But then maybe there's is what is functional unto nature itself -LB]

And if you look at the rate of extinction now and compare it with what happens when human beings are not shooting bullets and building farms and so on,it's been calculated that it's at least 100 times greater now than it is at other times. [And who decides how much is tolerable? -LB]
 And I don't understand...this is a slight variation of what you're saying,but people will very often say that if you try to conserve a species,that you're somehow being high-handed,whereas they never make the same point about knocking species on the head [That's what you get if you let feelings control action rather than thought -LB],I mean that's just one of those things,you see.

Melvyn Bragg :  Well,I'm on your side,but what's you view of this though,that the preservation of species for the sake of preserving the species,is something we can do,but we are taking our own view of what should be held on to aren't we? [Yes,Mel we are-LB]

John Maynard-Smith :  Yes,but who others view can we take? I think it is enormously important that we should preserve the diversity of life.I think the world would be a poorer place to live in,if there were just human beings and their domesticated animals and plants.I mean it really would.I mean I wouldn't want to live in it almost. [Yes but what YOU would do isn't the question -LB] I love the diversity of the world around us.

Melvyn Bragg :  I was flailing around to try to play Devil's advocate in the endangered species argument, and I was obviously,absolutely getting nowhere at all. You think actually that rich men could save a species almost at will don't you?

Colin Tudge :  Well,I've certainly written pieces about this,that I mean I genuinely think that one of the creative uses you could make of cloning technology,is take little biopsies of all the creatures that are now around in zoos,stick them in the deep freeze,and in 100 years time you could recapture the genetic diversity that now exists.

[This is like the safety factor supposedly given by an air bag.In reality people's risk changes to the new circumstances and they are more nonchalant than before.If animals were to be frozen in this we we would be less concerned about extinctions,as we could always reconstitute a new batch.We may become ambivalent about the loss of a species and not give it the concern that it may warrant.We should be using preventative medicine not fixing the foul up after the fact.Foresight is better than hindsight.
This also doesn't take into account that animals are individuals not just a replaceable mass.If we used the same argument on humans,we might not be worried if a particular populace died out if there genes could be replaced,but some of those individuals might have been an Einstein that we shouldn't have lost,and a clone might not necessarily have the same faculties,since 100 years later the environment and society would be different and so any potential clone Einstein might not be able to function in those conditions.Likewise in the Jurassic Park scenario,animals reconstituted from genes might not be able to stand the environmental conditions that we have now.It's immune system might not have developed sufficiently over time to cope with modern infections.In the same way species thawed out 100 years later might not survive the environmental conditions that they find themselves in,as the "genetic knowledge" of their ancestors has no developed in sympathy with the environment over time,and so will be at odds with the new conditions. -LB]

And probably for about a million quid or great deal less you could do that for an entire species like the Asian elephant and I'm inclined to say why not?

Melvyn Bragg :  Look I've only got 4 minutes left,and I've got a pile of questions,but I'm just going to go for this one though.Can,John,can you give us a simple explanation of why some some species of ape failed to evolve into humans while others did? And why those who didn't ,why aren't they catching up?

[This is the type of question posed by those of religious conviction.It makes the fundamental mistake of assuming that all apes become human beings given enough time.Richard Dawkins explains this by saying that we have a common ancestor,and so apes can coexist with humans today without any paradox.They are not meant to catch up.We diverged from apes at a certain point in time,and our evolution parted from theirs.We have our niche,ape have theirs -LB]

John Maynard-Smith :  I wish I knew.I think the crucial thing that humans did was to evolve symbolic communication,language, I mean what we're doing right now,and no other animal has done it.
[That's not quite true.Birds sing and signal with colour.Whales and dolphins sing and use posture.Apes grunt and use facial characteristics.Other higher animals use smells.Just because they don't use OUR system does not mean they don't have ANY form of symbolic communication.Ours just maybe more complex and capable of dealing with levels of abstraction.There is no reason to outlaw this from the capability of dolphins and whales and maybe apes.Indeed apes have been shown to understand abstract concepts via American Sign Language.It may also be that aspects of animals thinking maybe alien to us,such as the image created by a dolphins sonar,or what a shark senses with an electromagnetic sense- LB Ref: Green File: New Scientist R.Dawkins {Meet My Cousin the Chimpanzee};Various {Zombies Dolphins & Blindsight] ]

It's very strange to me that no dinosaur evolved intelligence and symbolic communication,why not? Who knows? There's nothing wrong with them,that one can see. [How do we know they didn't?-LB]
At the moment our puzzle is to explain why one species did it,rather than that lots didn't.It's really hard to explain the origin of language.

Melvyn Bragg :  Colin Tudge?

Colin Tudge : Well,actually I'd also like to know what else evolution might do.I mean not necessarily on this planet,but in the universe at large,it'd be an interesting thing to plumb.But the other thing, is of course,is that being a human being isn't all roses is it? I mean there are lots of evolutionary reasons for not going down our path,which would have preempted quite a few others.

John Maynard-Smith : Yes,yes.

Melvyn Bragg :   Well can we just play around with this? You see the.....obviously the origin of language is the key moment,how do you think that could have originated,you must have views on it?

John Maynard-Smith :  Oh well I do have views on it,but I'm not sure there....I mean there are lots of views around...let me say not what I think the answer is,but how I think we'll get the answer,I think we have to study the genetic differences between people [Could this raise the possibility of people being "genist" ? -LB],and in particular,people who have problems with language,to find out what the genes are and what they were doing before they did language.,and then I think we'll know the answer.
[What evidence is there for a gene or genes for language.Could not language be an emergent phenomena,that is a consequence of the biological construction of a body.If bodies were built by genes that just so happened to have the capacity to produce oral sound,and brains that could manipulate the larynx,there would be no gene responsible,it would just be a consequence of natural selection picking those bodies that just so happened to have the potential to make utterances that were complex.Sounds like another case of biologists not keeping up on maths concepts -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Colin Tudge? 

Colin Tudge : I just want to say that whatever language is,it's probably not a very big  trick.But it's a trick that just makes a huge,huge difference,and the reason for saying that is that one tends to think that everything about us is different from everything about animals,and it isn't,it's just that we've got this little trick,and when we look more at animals we are going to discover a great deal more in them which is much more like us than we thought.

Melvyn Bragg :  And you think we can maybe give them the trick? Trigger the trick in them?

Colin Tudge : No.No,no,no.Their brains are wired up differently.
[In what way is this true.We all have neurones,and chimps can "speak" in terms of understanding and articulating language.It is my understanding that they do not verbalise as their throat has not developed in such a way as to produce a voice box.But their brain is certainly similar enough to handle the same concepts.Is their an in principle reason why they can't do the same things?-LB]
They probably wouldn't want to know.I mean their brains are not wired up the same way.

Melvyn Bragg :   Is the Human Genome Project going to help us on this John?

John Maynard-Smith :  I'm a bit bored by the Human Genome Project.I mean I work in the area.Data is being collected mindlessly,and nobody is thinking about it.I mean roughly except me.

[What thinking are you supposed to do about a database? Do the police think about their crime databases? No they use them for reference when a crime happens ,and use the data to form information,that is then used to help solve a crime.The HGP is for the same purpose.In the event of a new genetic illness coming to light or new information about a current one,the database will be there to refer to ,so that genes can be found quickly and easily,without going through a systematic search every time an event occurs.John is missing the point  as to what a database is for,and as the decrepit old man that he says he is,is probably out of touch with computing terminology -LB]

And I cannot see the point.It's nice to have all this data,but God!

Colin Tudge :  The other thing is,of course,when they've done the genome project,people say you know "when you've got all the genes,you're going to read the genome".I mean nonsense,it's just a sort of dictionary isn't it?

John Maynard-Smith :  That's right. [So you don't see the point in a dictionary John? I though they were quite useful but maybe it's just my opinion!!! -LB]

Colin Tudge : There's no syntax in there,no literature.

John Maynard-Smith :   It's a dictionary in two foreign languages,it's very difficult.

Melvyn Bragg :   They can be useful though,can't they? [ Ah Mel,I thought I was alone -LB]

John Maynard-Smith :   Oh,yes,no of course,there are uses,practical uses of the genome project.I think really it is the mindlessness of the enterprise that I find rather depressing. [Really? I thought Jean-Luc Picard was an intellectual! -LB]
I think science should involve thought.

Melvyn Bragg :   Well,Watson one of the co-inventors {Discoverers? -LB] of DNA,James Watson, he would very strongly disagree with you on  this one,wouldn't he?

John Maynard-Smith :   And Watson is certainly not mindless! (laughter)
[I think what Mel meant,was that the finding of  the double helix of DNA was more of a systematic search than intellectual theorising,and that such a process can be useful however dull and robotic it may seem.Indeed such a view seems to be that of  lay people who consider that such seemingly mindless,dull actions are a waste of time and effort,but then they are the same ones who claim that intellectual  theorising is pointless too.One wonders what they think does have merit -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : So where does that leave the Human Genome Project in your view then ,Colin Tudge? If it's backed by,driven by someone like Watson?

Colin Tudge : Well,okay...Watson's not...fine.Watson's not a stupid person as you said.But we are just making a dictionary,that's the point,and it's another 200 years before you begin to see what's really going on in the genome.I mean this is sort of the mindless beginning of something much bigger is the point.

John Maynard-Smith :   It's a little like climbing Mount Everest [Wouldn't Mount Improbable be more apt? -LB],you do it because it's possible,and it's there.Now we have the techniques to sequence the genome,we have to do it,but quite why?
[To save ourselves wasted time in the future,isn't it obvious? -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Thank you very much John Maynard-Smith  and Colin Tudge and thank you for listening.



